Chill out room activities
Choose 2 red and 1 blue

Dumbell Press

Stability-ball-hug

Sit on the ball then roll hips forward until
your back is on the ball. Press dumbbells
or bean bags up and down whilst
bending and stretching your elbows.
Breathe in and out while you do this.

Put the stability-ball on the floor, get
onto your knees and hug the ball with
your whole body as tight as you can.
Hold for a little while, then release.
Repeat a few times.

Sit on the ball making sure your back is
straight. Place your feet flat on the floor.
Set the timer for 1 minute. Bounce up
and down gently whilst letting your arms
dangle beside you for 1 minute. Extend
timing to 2 minutes if you wish.

Log Stretch

Wall Pushes

Put the log on the floor and place your
back (your spine) on it. Stretch your arms
out wide and keep the soles of your feet
on the floor. Set your timer for 1 minute
and close your eyes if you wish. Breathe
calmly in and out.

Stand about 3 feet in front of an empty wall, arms
outstretched with palms on the wall. Now bend your
arms to lean your body towards the wall then push your
body back with your hands until you are once again
in a standing position. Keep repeating the same two
positions, maintain an even rhythm forward and back,
for as many times as you can without feeling any pain in
your muscles or back.

Stretchy Band

Space Hopper

Colour Sorting

Marble Search in Putty

Pull and release at least 10 times
then take a break.

Set the timer for 1 minute and hop
around the room on the spacehopper until the timer rings. Extend
timing to 2 minutes if you wish.

Sort the counters according to
colours in the respective containers.

Get your teacher to hide marbles
inside Theraputty and find them.
Time yourself.

Chair Push Ups

Blow out the candles

Pasta shapes sorting

Place hands palms down on each
side of chair seat under your legs.
Straighten arms to lift yourself off the
chair. Repeat 10 times.

Get your teacher to hold her hand in
front of you. Pretend that her fingers
are candles and ‘blow them out’ one
by one. Breathe in deeply through your
nose after each ‘blowing out’.

Sort the pasta according to shapes in
the respective containers.

Trampete
Set your timer for 1 minute. Get on
the trampete and bounce up and
down. Extend timing to 2 minutes
if you wish.

Jam Sandwich
Lay on a pillow belly facing down.
Get your teacher to put another
pillow on your back and squeeze
you gently.

Steamroller
Get on the floor belly down and ask
your teacher to roll a big stability
ball over you.

Ball Bounce

Dark Den
Take a bit of time-out in the dark den.

Dots and Squeezes
Make a ‘dot’ in your left palm with your
opposite thumb and massage palm. Next,
firmly squeeze left wrist with right hand.
Continue to move hand up this arm doing a
series of squeezes. Repeat on other side.

Plasticine or dough
Workout with your fingers: squeeze
and push blu-tac or plasticine for
a few minutes. Make something: a
bird, a house, a fish, …

Mr Potato Head
Construct Mr Potato Head or
complete any simple puzzle.

Mindful colouring
Mindful colouring book or drawing
if you prefer.

